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With the way things were going, he wasn’t going to be able to easily get out of this.

Meilani secretly winked at Gerald before whispering, “Please teach him a lesson for me, Gerald!” before
Gerald could say anything else. This guy is always bothering me!”

“Please accept my apologies for reminding you that I am not your hired thug!”

“I apologise if I made it sound that way, but please, please, please assist me…!” Don’t worry, if anything goes
wrong, I’ll take full responsibility!” pleaded Meilani, making puppy dog eyes.

Gerald could only sigh as he agreed to her request after hearing that.

“Hey, kid, you had to cheat to beat Juno, right?” You couldn’t have taken her down any other way! With that

in mind, I hope you’re ready for a good thrashing!” quipped Quaan, confidently pointing at Gerald.

Quaan dashed toward Gerald before Gerald could even respond!

Quaan, on the other hand, was painfully slow, and Gerald couldn’t help but feel sorry for him. Quaan was
probably half as fast as Meilani, who hadn’t even had any martial arts training!

Gerald felt it was disdainful to even make a move on the cocky youth now that he had seen the underwhelming
extent of Quaan’s strength. Even so, now that things had reached this point, he still had to defeat Quaan in the
end.

Gerald wasn’t opposed to having a little fun with Quaan first before defeating him, even if he did feel sorry for
the weakling.



Gerald, on the other hand, easily avoided Quaan’s punch by moving slightly to the side.

Quaan retaliated with a clawing attack as soon as he realised his attack had missed!

Naturally, Gerald reacted quickly, raising his arm to block Quaan’s attack!

Gerald was slightly surprised when Quaan’s attack managed to rip Gerald’s sleeve to shreds. The attack
appeared to be the Dragon Claw upon closer inspection… Quaan, for example, was able to use that technique!

“It’s not bad… You’ve mastered the Dragon Claw attack, congratulations! Gerald took a step back and smiled
devilishly at Quaan as he said, “Now things are getting slightly interesting!”

“So, kid, this is the limit of your power?” Oh, my goodness! Quaan, still brimming with confidence, scoffed,
“I have no idea how you even managed to take Juno down!” Gerald, after all, had no way of fighting back to
him.

Meilani, on the other hand, was completely aware of Gerald’s thoughts. She could tell Gerald was just
messing around with Quaan from where she was standing off to the side. Using actual skills on Quaan would

be a waste of energy given Gerald’s strength!

“You haven’t even defeated me yet!” exclaims the narrator. Don’t you think it’s a little shameless to be so
overconfident until you do?” Gerald retorted, not even seeing the point in being angry at such a weak person.

“Hah!” says the speaker. Okay, then! Quaan exclaimed, “Here comes your finishing blow!” before leaping
and kicking Gerald in the face!

The calm Gerald, on the other hand, simply kicked the incoming youth in the side!

Quaan found himself flying several dozen feet away after failing to block the attack in time!



Quaan slammed into the ground with such force that he couldn’t even find the energy to crawl back up. That
just goes to show how effective Gerald’s simple kick was…
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